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HSP Kit

So, you're sensitive? That's great.  

Knowing yourself as a Highly Sensitive Person allows you to
honor your specific needs and in doing so, model self-love and

acceptance for all you interact with.  

      Use this HSP-Kit as a trusted companion on your inner-
journey of self-empowerment. The tools within can be used

and reused to give you clarity and confidence going forward. 

You can use this kit as a self-coaching tool, or as a way to
better communicate with a coach. Printing them works best,

but if you want to save paper, simply use them as a guide! 

Enjoy the journey of self-discovery... Let's Grow! 

 Dr. Katie T. Larson, PhD



Comfort
Use this tent to...

 Establish what makes you feel MOST comfortable. 
 

Next to each tent-stake, write what makes you feel "grounded".
How do you bring yourself down-to-earth when needed?

On the tent "roof" write what you need to feel protected and safe
from outside energies. 

On the tent flap/door write what you need to LET IN to give you a
sense of satisfaction (excitement, curiosity, etc.)



Signpost
 Use this signpost  to... 

Identify the challenges you currently face as a HSP.

On the left, list the small things (e.g. "I hate the smell of coffee").
On the right, list bigger things (e.g "I can't focus at work when it's too busy").

On the sign itself, write the top 5 areas of your life that are most affected.



Hidden Gifts
Use this backpack to...
 Recognize your gifts.

"Which of these gifts are most important to you? 

How often do you take the time to honour these gifts?"

On the left of the bag list traits that relate to your depth of processing (e.g "I
am quick-witted", "I can see novel solutions to problems", etc) 

On the right of the bag list traits that relate to your emotionally rich world
(e.g. "I feel immense love for my children", etc)

On the top of the bag, list traits that relate to your heightened empathy. (e.g.
"I can tell when my partner is upset even when they say they are not", etc)



Boundaries
Use this fire to... 

Establish your limits.

"Does your overwhelm trigger a somatic or cognitive response first? 

Which boundaries are you able to realistically create immediately?"

On the left, write which overwhelming 
or stressful scenarios are out of your control. 

On the right, write how your reactions can be altered to make
these uncontrollable scenarios feel less stressful.  



Recalibrate
Use this  to compass to...

Reconnect with the "vertical" dimension.
In the Northern Hemisphere, write how you connect with "All That

Is" (i.e. Spirit, the mystery, God, The Universe, Divine, etc.)

In the Southern Hemisphere, write how you connect with "All You
Are" (i.e. Soul, psyche, your essence, your being, etc.)

"Which do you connect with more often?        Why?"



Lasting Imprint
Use this footprint to...

Connect your gifts to the needs of others. 

Label each claw with 5 ways you can connect your gifts to
people who need them RIGHT NOW!



Illuminate
Use this flashlight to...

Illuminate misunderstandings. 

"Who or what is keeping you from feeling more understood?"

"How can you become better understood?"

Above the flashlight, write when you've felt most MISUNDERSTOOD. 

Below the flashlight, write when you've felt most UNDERSTOOD. 



Support
Use these hiking sticks to...

 Remember the support you have available to you 

"Which types of support do you tend to use more? 

Which types of support could you use more of?"

On the top stick, write three or more external supports 
(e.g. friends, family) you have. 

On the bottom stick, write three or more internal supports
(e.g. meditation, reading, etc.) you use.



Soul-Food
Use this Trail Mix  to...

Remember how to feed your soul. 

What are the (non-technological) ways you feed your soul? 
(No TV or social media allowed here!)

What are activities you have not done in a looooooong time
(maybe since childhood!) that used to bring you joy?

(dancing? art? singing?)
 


